1995 bmw 525i fuse box diagram

Reina helped make these videos. The video above shows how to replace blown fuses in the
interior fuse box of your BMW i in addition to the fuse panel diagram location. Electrical
components such as your map light, radio, heated seats, high beams, power windows all have
fuses and if they suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown out. If
your i is experiencing electrical problems, you should always check the fuses first, because
they are relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some BMWs have multiple interior fuse
boxes including in the trunk - the video above will show you where the interior fuse box of your
i is located. If your i has many options like a sunroof, navigation, heated seats, etc, the more
fuses it has. Some components may have multiple fuses, so make sure you check all of the
fuses that are linked to the component in question. If you need to replace a blown fuse in your i,
make sure you replace it with one that has the same amperage as the blown fuse. If checking
and replacing the fuse for the component in question doesn't work, we recommend seeking
assistance from a trusted professional mechanic. They should be able to figure out if the
component needs to be replaced or if there is a short or some other problem with your i. Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has
broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Properly
inflated tires is the easiest way to improve fuel economy. The right tire pressure is NOT on the
side of your tire btw. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also
slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to
help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car
based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car,
but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for
the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Be cool under pressure. Your coolant
should perform well under any condition - just like Aaron Rodgers! Replace reverse light. White
light when you back up - yup, they burn out and you can replace them with bright LEDs. Fix
minor oil leaks. Learn how to diagnose and fix minor oil leaks in your car. Add air to your tires.
See all videos for the BMW i. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have
everything Asked by Wiki User. The BMW fuse box layout consists of two columns of fuses and
one column of relay switches. The fuse columns will have 10 fuses each. The thermostat on a
BMW I is located into the water pomp in the thermostat housing. In the fuse 76 socket. Fuses
protect a circuit. The battery and charging system provide power. Where is the fuel pump fuse
and relay on BMW i and how can I test to see why my fuel pump won't work. On the top of
engine in a casing in the front of the engine. The wiring diagram, including the fuse box layout
is available on-line in PDF format. You can find the layout of the fuse box for a BMW Ci at your
local library. Look in the reference section for a users manual. Mounted on top and inside the
fuel tank. One is in the trunk next to the battery and the other is in the glove box. Ask Question.
BMW 5-Series. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered Related Questions. Horn fuse for
BMW i? Fuse box diagram for BMW i? How much does a computer board cost in a BMW i?
Where is the thermostat located on a BMW I? Fuse layout BMW ? What type of refrigerant is in a
BMW i? Change oil on BMW i? Is there a fuse that powers the rear window on BMW i? How do
you remove the battery from a BMW i? You are needing the fuse box diagram for BMW Mine has
come off the fuse box and you don't know what fuse is what? Where is the fuel pump fuse on
BMW i and how can i test to see why my fuel pump won't work? Where can you find a fuse
layout for a BMW i? Antifreeze does a BMW i take? Where is the radio fuse on a i BMW? Where
is the oil filter on i BMW? What is the Fuse box layout on BMW i? How do you change the starter
on a i BMW? Where is the starter located on a i BMW? Where is a BMW i fuel pump located?
Where is the fuse box located on a BMW i? What is MiniToon's Roblox password? Give me food
and I will live give me water and I will die what am I? How many miles are steps? How many
thirds are in 10? How much money is pennies? Hottest Questions How did chickenpox get its
name? When did organ music become associated with baseball? How can you cut an onion
without crying? Why don't libraries smell like bookstores? How long will the footprints on the
moon last? Do animals name each other? Who is the longest reigning WWE Champion of all
time? What was the first TV dinner? Unanswered Questions What Tagalog songs are strophic
form? What are the advantages of full-view fence? Mabuti at di mabuting epekto ng pananakop
na mga espanyol? Mabuti ba o masama ang naging epekto ng unang yugto ng kolonisasyon at
imperyalismo? What helped protesters win the montgomerey bus boycott? How do you
compare and contrast the scene between Dodong and his father and between Blas and his
father? What are the name of costumes in tiklos? Are agree or disagree of research is
controlled while ordinary problem solving may be done cursorily? All Rights Reserved. The
material on this site can not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used,
except with prior written permission of Multiply. For the BMW 5 series E34 , , , , , ,, , , model year.
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Fuse and relay box under the rear seat type 2 â€” Fuse and relay box under the rear seat type 1
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BMW. Light switch also fuses 3 â€” 5 Headlights and fog lights also fuses 3 â€” 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13
â€” 15 Bulb check control unit also fuses 1, 3 â€” 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 15 Crash and alarm sensor also
fuse 6. Body control unit also fuses 4, 5, 17, 24 Headlight washers also fuses 4, 5, 17, 22, 24
Light switch also fuses 4, 5 Headlights and fog lights also fuses 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13 â€” 15
Hazard warning lights Direction indicators also fuse 6 Bulb check control unit also fuses 1, 2, 4,
5, 7, 8, 10, 11, Mirror s also fuses 5, 12, 17 Light switch also fuses 2, 3, 5 Parking lights Tail
lights Body control unit ZKE also fuses 3, 5, 17, 24 Headlight washers also fuses 3, 5, 17, 22
Bulb check control unit also fuses 1 â€” 3, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13 â€” 15 Headlights and fog lights
also fuses 2 â€” 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13 â€” 15, 37 Number plate light s Luggage compartment light s
also fuses 5, 15, 21 Glovebox light Cigarette lighter Accessory socket also fuses 5, 18, Mirrors
also fuses 4, 12, 30 Body control unit also fuses 3, 4, 15, 17, 30, 47 Headlight washers also fuses
3, 4, 17, 22 Light switch also fuses 2 â€” 4 Headlights and fog lights also fuses 2 â€” 4, 7, 8, 10,
11, 13 â€” 15 Tail lights Number plate light s Luggage compartment light s also fuses 4, 15, 21
Interior lights also fuses 4, 5, 17, 18, 21 Glovebox light Cigarette lighter Accessory socket also
fuses 4, 18, 21, 26 Bulb check control unit. Mirrors also fuses 5, 12 Hazard warning lights
Direction indicators also fuse 3 Crash and alarm sensor also fuse 2. Headlights Fog lights also
fuses 2 â€” 5, 8, 10, 11, 13 â€” 15 Bulb check control unit also fuses 1 â€” 5, 8, 10, 11, 13 â€”
Headlights Fog lights also fuses 2 â€” 5, 7, 10, 11, 13, 14 Bulb check control unit also fuses 1
â€” 5, 7, 10, 11, 13 â€” Headlights Fog lights also fuses 2 â€” 5, 7, 8, 11, 13 â€” 15 Bulb check
control unit also fuses 1 â€” 5, 7, 8, 11, 13, Headlights Fog lights also fuses 2 â€” 5, 7, 8, 10, 13
â€” 15 Bulb check control unit also fuses 1 â€” 5, 7, 8, 10, 13, Headlights Fog lights also fuses 2
â€” 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13 â€” 15 Bulb check control unit also fuses 1 â€” 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, Headlights
Fog lights also fuses 2 â€” 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14 Bulb check control unit also fuses 1 â€” 5, 7, 8,
10, 11, Headlights and fog lights also fuses 2 â€” 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13 â€” 15 Bulb check control
unit also fuses 1 â€” 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14 On-board computer also fuses 17, 20 Parking lights
Number plate light s Reversing light s Interior lights also fuses 4, 5, 21 Brake lights also fuse 1
Interior lights also fuses 4, 5, 17, 18, 30, 44 Auxiliary heater. Engine management Alternator also
fuse 28 Starter motor Electronics box E-box cooling fan also fuse 28 Transmission EGS ABS
also fuse 1 Stability control ASC also fuses 1, 29 Tyre pressure monitoring system RDC also
fuses 12, 35 Windows and sliding roof also fuses 30, 31, 47 Body control unit also fuses 3 â€” 5,
24 Headlight washers also fuses 3 â€” 5, 22, 24 Interior lights Cruise control also fuse 1 Security
system also fuses 18, 20, 30, 31, 44 On-board computer also fuses 1, 20 Remote control also
fuses 1, 31, 44 Check control also fuses 1, Engine management also fuses 1, 17 Check control
also fuses 1, 17 Clock Auxiliary heater Air conditioning On-board computer also fuses 1, 17
Parking lights Tail lights Engine compartment light s also fuses 4, 5, 15 Security system.
Number plate light s Luggage compartment light s also fuses 4, 5, 15 Interior lights Glovebox
light Cigarette lighter Accessory socket also fuses 4, 5, 18, Headlight washers also fuses 1, 3
â€” 5, 15, 17, 22, 24 Trailer control unit also fuse 18 Wiper pressure control also fuses 17,
Electronics box E-box cooling fan also fuse 17 Power steering Alternator also fuse Mirrors also
fuses 4, 5, 12 Central locking also fuses 31, 47 Heated door locks also fuse 17 Central locking
control unit also fuses 18, 31, 45 Windows also fuses 17, 31, 47 Sliding roof also fuses 17, 31, 47
Body control unit also fuses 3 â€” 5, 15, 17, 44, 47 Interior lights also fuses 4, 5, 15, 17, 18, 44
Security system also fuses 17, 18, 21, Body control unit also fuses 3 â€” 5, 15, 17, 30, 47 Wiper
system also fuse 15 Wiper pressure control also fuses 15, 22 Headlight washers also fuses 3
â€” 5, 15, 17, 22 Interior lights also fuses 4, 5, 15, 17, 18, Heated door locks also fuses 17, 30
Central locking ZVM also fuses 18, 30, 31 Interior lights also fuses 4, 5, 17, 18, Central locking
also fuses 30, 31 Windows also fuses 17, 30, 31 Sliding roof also fuses 17, 30, 31 Body control
unit also fuses 4 â€” 5, 17, 30, Fuse box diagrams fuse layout and assignment of fuses and
relays, location of the fuse blocks in BMW vehicles. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential
for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Main Page. This website uses cookies to improve your
experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy
Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the
website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your
browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also

use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These
cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to
opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your
browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Ad
vertisements. Here you will find fuse box diagrams of BMW 5-Series , , , , , , and i, d, i, d, td, tds,
i, i, d, i, i , get information about the location of the fuse panels inside the car, and learn about
the assignment of each fuse fuse layout and relay. Open the glove compartment, turn the two
clamps to the left, and pull the panel down. It is located behind the fuse box. It is located on the
floor under the lining, on the right side of the car. They are located on the right side, behind the
cover. How to check the fuses? How to replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of
automotive fuses. See other BMW 5-Series:. Table of Contents. Fuse box in the engine
compartment. Fuse box in the glove compartment. Fuse layout may differ! Your exact fuse
allocation scheme is located under this fusebox. Relay block in the glove compartment. Block in
the footwell. Fuse boxes in the luggage compartment. Your exact fuse allocation scheme is
located on the cover. Learn more: How to check the fuses? Transmission control module TCM ,
engine oil level sensor, alternator, electrics box temperature switch d. Instrument panel, tyre
pressure monitor control module, steering position sensor. Multifunction control module, horn
relay, rain sensor, transmission shift hold switch AT , data link connector DLC. Instrument
panel, seat adjustment control module, airbag crash sensor, seat belt contact switch drivers
side. Anti-dazzle interior mirror, alarm system in car movement control module, alarm system
gradient sensor, alarm system horn. Audio unit, navigation system control module, audio unit
output amplifier, audio unit CD changer, in-car monitor. Ad vertisements. Here you will find fuse
box diagrams of BMW 5-Series , , , , , , , i, d, i, i, d, i, i, d, i, d, i, i, i , get information about the
location of the fuse panels inside the car, and learn about the assignment of each fuse fuse
layout and relay. Open the glove compartment, turn the two clamps, and remove the cover. It is
located on the right side of the trunk of the car, behind the trim panel. Type 1 before Type 2
since Diesel engine. N62 TU. M57 TU. M54 K â€” Relay, fuel injectors. S85 K â€” Power-saving
relay, terminal S85 K â€” Transmission fluid pump relay. K91 â€” Rear wiper relay K93 â€”
Relay, electronic damper control K â€” Relay, compressor, air suspension K â€” Relay,
automatic soft-close. How to check the fuses? How to replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses
blow? Types of automotive fuses. See other BMW 5-Series:. Table of Contents. Fuse box in the
glove compartment. Rear fuse box. Fuses and relay in the engine compartment. Learn more:
How to check the fuses? Basic body module central locking system, window lift, windscreen
wiper relay. LHD: Seat module, front left heated, active backrest-width adjustment, active seat
RHD: Seat module, front right heated, active backrest-width adjustment, active seat. Centre
console switch centre LHD: Seat module, front right heated, active backrest-width adjustment,
active seat RHD: Seat module, front left heated, active backrest-width adjustment, active seat.
Comfort access control unit Outer door handle electronic module, driver's side Outer door
handle electronic module, passenger's side Electronic outer door handle module, rear left
Electronic outer door handle module, rear right. E Relay, compressor, air suspension E Relay,
convertible top 1 Relay, convertible top 2. E60,E61; as of M57, TU: Hall-effect sensor, camshaft 1
Hot-film air mass meter Rail pressure control valve Volume control valve Solenoid valve, boost
pressure control Heating, crankcase breather S Power-saving relay, terminal 15 Fuel injector 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 M57 TUTOP: Hall-effect sensor, camshaft 1 Hot-film air mass meter Rail
pressure control valve Throttle valve Turbine control valve Volume control valve Solenoid valve,
boost pressure control Heating, crankcase breather M47 TU2: Boost pressure adjuster 1
Hall-effect sensor, camshaft 1 Rail pressure control valve Throttle valve Volume control valve.
M57, TU: Solenoid valve, exhaust gas recirculation Oil level sensor Electric changeover valve,
swirl flaps Preheating control unit Electrical changeover valve, engine mount Heating,
crankcase breather Boost pressure adjuster 1 Oxygen sensor be-fore catalytic converter M57
TUTOP: Solenoid valve, exhaust gas recirculation Oil level sensor Electric changeover valve,
swirl flaps Preheating control unit Electrical changeover valve, engine mount Oxygen sensor
be-fore catalytic converter Wastegate valve Compressor bypass valve M47 TU2: Solenoid valve,
exhaust gas recirculation Electrical changeover valve, engine mount Heating, crankcase
breather Electric changeover valve, swirl flaps Oxygen sensor be-fore catalytic converter
Preheating control unit Oil level sensor S Oxygen sensor be-fore catalytic converter Oxygen
sensor 2 be-fore catalytic converter Oxygen sensor after catalytic converter Oxygen sensor 2
after catalytic converter. Diesel: Solenoid, radiator shutter Solenoid valve, boost pressure
control E-box fan Exhaust flap Diese; as of M Oxygen sensor be-fore catalytic converter Oxygen
sensor 2 be-fore catalytic converter Oxygen sensor after catalytic converter Oxygen sensor 2
after catalytic converter Sequential manual transmission SMG N Sequential manual
transmission SMG Oxygen sensor be-fore catalytic converter Oxygen sensor 2 be-fore catalytic

converter Oxygen sensor after catalytic converter Oxygen sensor 2 after catalytic converter
Crankshaft breather heating 1. N52; up to N DME control unit Oxygen sensor 2 after catalytic
converter Oxygen sensor before catalytic converter Oxygen sensor 2 before catalytic converter
Oxygen sensor after catalytic converter Oil quality sensor. S Solenoid, radiator shutter E-box
fan Gear indicator lighting Selector lever Shift lock selector lever lock Power-saving relay,
electronic damper control Bonnet switch, right Bonnet switch, left Rpm sensor, transmission
main shaft Relay, electric vacuum pump Diagnostic module for fuel tank leakage Secondary
air-hot-film air-mass meter Secondary air pump relay.

